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Research questions: 
∗ How does the monitoring sheet encourage students in 

group writing? 
∗ Does the monitoring sheet motivate students? 
∗ What difficulties do they encounter in completing the 

sheet? 
 

Overview 
 



Context 
 

Overview 

Macro-skill Writing   

Task Secondary research Group work is compulsory, a 

library research handed in at 

week 5. 

Number of students 25 5 groups in total, each with 5 

members 

Time of innovation Summer semester 5 weeks 

Lessons/week 3 Monitoring sheet: integrated into 

all 15 lessons. 



Writing skill: 
- Have significant role in EFL and ESL (Ismail & Maasum, 2009; 

Mandal, 2009).  
- Help a learner develop language capabilities (Mandal, 2009; 

Ahmed Ismail, 2010).  
- Group work should be employed in writing lessons (Marlene, 

2011), Kagan (2009). 
->Numerous idea collection, higher academic performance, 
lighter workload and intimate friendship (Gibson, Moore & 
Lueder, 1980; Swortzel, 1997; Burdett, 2003; Hendry, Hyde & 
Davy, 2005).  
-> Group work: be integrated into writing skill.  

 

Background 



Team members: hardly contribute to or take no responsibility 
= free-riding (Kerr & Bruun, 1983) 
-> Affects members’ morale  
    destroys instructor’s reputation  
(Roberts & McInnerney, 2007; Burdett, 2003).  
-> Solutions should create: 
• Environment with individual tasks 
• Participatory jobs  
• Rewarding valuable efforts  
(Roberts & McInnerney, 2007; Davies, 2009). 
 

Arising problem 
 



A monitoring sheet 
- As a compulsory completion 
- With details of individual job, 
                             qualities of group leader,  
                             team procedure  
                             member’s participation                         
(Appendix 1).  
 

Innovation 



∗ 1st lesson:  the sheet was introduced. No further 
explanation. 

∗ Every lesson, each student brought it to the class, 
took notes.  

∗ Comments: were welcome at lesson 1, week 2.  
 

Procedure 



∗ Documentary analysis: 
Each student: one paper  
For every 3 sessions: one monitoring sheet completed.  
-> Totally, file of 7 sheets/ head 
∗  Semi-structured interview 
Individual interview: ten questions (Appendix 2): week 5 Each 
conversation: nearly half an hour.  
The interviewer: took notes because of inconvenience for 
record.  

Evaluation methods 
 



∗ Observation field notes: 
Every session: teacher: took notes of: students’ attitudes, 
behaviors facial expressions (Appendix 3)  
∗ Diaries: 
Each attendant:  
has one notebook for jobs after one week (three sessions)  
gives feedbacks on filling sheet that week.  
->A set of 25 diary notebooks analyzed (Appendix 4) 

 
 

Evaluation methods 



Recording  
The researcher had to take notes with no other choices 
because the search for agreement of being recorded 
failed.  

 

Ethical issues 
 



Documentary analysis 
Each student: handed in 7 papers of sheets for 5 weeks  
->175 papers (25 sets) was investigated 
Each set: comments, feedbacks :summarized  
-> A database with 25 core monitoring sheets was ready 
to be processed 

Data analyses process 
 



Semi-structured interview 
25 files: notes of 25 sts’ answers  
noun phrases, adjectives,verb phrases, liking devices 
->Main ideas of 25 sets were calculated of percentage 
(out of 100%) for each statement. 

 

Data analyses process 
 



Observation field notes 
A book: by teacher, 15 A4-sized papers  
Key terms: noun phrases, verb phrases, adjectives, 
icons.  
 

Data analyses process 
 



∗ Diaries 
- The last session  
-> Analyzed in turn 
-> It was possible to calculate percentage of agreement 
and disagreement with each statement based on these 
25 papers. 

 

Data analyses process 
 



Most students get involved and be interactive 
60% feel responsible, beneficial and excited 
80% have problems in completing  
 

Key findings and data triangulation  
 



-> The monitoring sheet:  
∗ Be well accepted  
∗ Contributed to involvement 
∗ Promoted excitement  



RQ 1: How does the monitoring sheet encourage 
students’ participation in group writing task? 
 

 

Discussion 
 



∗ 90% respondents could fill well  
∗ only 50% could be able to describe in detail what they had 

done. 
∗ More than half agreed that the innovation helped to 

participate 
∗ 20% mark was valuable 



RQ 2: Does the monitoring sheet 
motivate students to join the task? 



∗ a new thing-> curiousity 
∗ English majors are highly motivated -> eager and 

willing to work 
BUT 
There should be rules for punishment and awards  
-> enhance the role of key persons and make other 
work harder 



RQ 3. What difficulties do students 
encounter during completing the 

monitoring sheet? 
 



This was a new thing in a writing class  
-> Sts are eager and willing to work 
There should be rules for punishment and awards.  
-> Enhance the role of key persons and make other 
work harder.  
 punish or fine free-riders of doing more jobs next time 
 
 



- Success in participation section asking “who” 
-> Competitiveness 
- Wish for a section of free comments on good and bad 
participation  
- Amendment in the scale  
-> more convenient and time-saving 
 



- Some sections: be released  
- Evaluation of group leader: no relevance in the interview 
or diaries  
-> The role was not appreciated  
- More space with adjectives about participation qualities  
-> The respondents know how effective their 
contributions assessed. 
 



The influence of the teaching style  
- Normally, teacher dominant  
-> at the beginning, hard to work in group  
    more complicated situation 
– Teachers: resistant to change.  
 ->  They did not approve  
-> Demotivated learners in completing the sheets.  

 

Problem 



∗ The innovation helped most of the students 
participate in collaborative learning tasks  

∗ The monitoring paper brought about 60% of students 
raised awareness, interested in the innovation and 
more excited grouping  

∗ Nonetheless, 80% students demonstrated that 
problems in completing the monitoring sheet.  

Conclusion 
 



∗ The innovation is can create chances for students to 
challenge themselves  

∗ Especially, each participant recognizes equal 
contribution  

∗ The innovation should also be changed at some 
points of contents and format  
 



∗ It would be not easy to spread out this innovation 
∗ Before officially accepted, there should be reflections  
∗ Photographing should be employed and an observer 

gets involved 
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